For the next 6 days, you will be creating a natural journal. Each day you will be assigned an item to find and you will take field notes on that item. Your field notes will include 3-5 sentences, a sketch of the item, and where you found the item.

**Packet 11 – day 1 of nature journal** – Take field notes on a living thing.

**Packet 12 – day 2 of nature journal** – Take field notes on a plant.

**Packet 13 – day 3 of nature journal** – Take field notes on a rock.

**Packet 14 – day 4 of nature journal** – Take field notes on a leaf.

**Packet 15 – day 5 of nature journal** – Take field notes on a body of water (can be a river, stream, pond, or even a puddle)

**Packet 16 – Day 6 of nature journal** – Take field notes on a bug, insect, or spider

Here is an example:

Date: 3/31/20

Object: dog

Notes: Dog is brown and white. It seems to want to befriend the other animals in the household, but the cats do not like the dog. Dog lives in a house with cats and humans.

Sketch: